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The mullet is a type of fish with split fins belonging to the mullet family. It 
is characterized by its small size, triangular mouths, separate fins, and 
the lack of a lateral line. The mullet has been a source of food for thou-
sands of years. Its family includes nearly 80 species, the most famous of 
which is the striped mullet, which is raised on private farms. In some 
areas, due to its rapid growth rate, it is one of the well-known species in 
the world, and there is a so-called red mullet or bourbon, and this type 
has nothing to do with the family of fish.



Characteristics Of Mullet Fish:
The mullet fish is one of the abundant commercially valuable fish and 
has distinctive characteristics related to its shape, behaviour, method of 
reproduction, and the habitats it prefers:
1. Shape:
Silver mullet, 30 to 90 cm in length, has large scales, short, stocky bodies, 
forked tails, and two dorsal fins, one of which has four stiff spines.
2. Behaviour:
One of the most noticeable and common behaviours of the mullet is the 
tendency of the mullet to jump out of the water.
3. Domicile:
The mullet fish is widespread in all tropical and temperate regions. The 
mullet fish generally inhabits the brackish or stagnant and shallow waters 
of coastal areas. The mullet usually burrows into sand or mud in search 
of microscopic plants and small animals .



1. The mullet fish is one of the famous types of fish that has fatty meat 
with a delicious taste.
2.  A valuable source of useful protein that is easily digested and 
absorbed by the body.
3.  mullet fish contains many vitamins, phosphorous, chlorine, zinc, fluo-
rine, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, and calcium, in addition to its rich-
ness in omega-3 fatty acids necessary for the normal functioning of the 
body and to protect it from atherosclerosis. These elements also reduce 
the risk of strokes and heart attacks by keeping the arteries clean and 
reducing It reduces blood pressure, supports the cardiovascular system, 
and maintaining memory, sight, and hearing.

Benefits of mullet fish:
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The Location Of Mullet Fish Breeding 
In The Silwana Diamond Agricultural Project:

Marketing Of Mullet Fish:

The Egyptian Arabic Republic
1. Wadi Al-Natrun.
2. ADCO.

1. Online marketing is very important.
2. Distributing fish to supermarkets.
3 . Recruitment of delegates to distribute the fish.



The Project In Numbers:

480 acres

6000 fry per acre

2,880,000

September and October

75 EGP

480 basins

9,600,000 EGP

One year

It ranges between 500-700 grams
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